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The concept of a limiting conditional age distribution of a continuous time Markov process whose 
state space is the set of non-negative integers and for which {0} is absorbing is defined as the weak 
limit as t -, a0 of the last time before t an associated “return” Markov process exited from (0) 
conditional on the state, j. of this process at t. It is shown that this limit exis:s and is non-defective if
the return process is p-recurrent and satisfies the strong ratio limit property. As a preliminary to the 
proof of the main results some general results are established on the representation of the 
pinvariant measure and function of a Markov process. The conditions of the main results are 
shown to be satisfied by the return process constructed from a Markov branching process and by 
birth and death processes. Finally, a number of limit theorems for the limiting age as j + 00 are 
given. 
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1. Introduction 
Levikson [20] has recently introduced the concept of the (limiting) conditional age 
distribution. (CAD) of a Markov chain, {Z”} with state space Y= (0, 1, . . .) and a 
single absorbing state (0). He does this by defining T, = inf{m 1 X,,_, = 0) where the 
Markov chain {X,), called the return chain, is obtained by ccncatenating indepen- 
dent realizations of {Z,), that is, transitions of the return chain within, and out of, 
9 = W(O) are governed by the same transition probabilities as {Z,,}, but if X, = 0 
then X,,+I = 1. Levikson’s specification differs slightly from this, but, as we have 
argued in [24], the present convention seems more convenient. The CAD is the 
distribution {lim.,, Pi(T, = k 1 X,, = E F) 
(Pi(A 1 El) = P(A 1 I& A(0) = i)). Levikson proved that the CAD is well defined 
and non-defective if the return chain is positive recurrent. The present author 1241 
has shown that this situation obtams for any return chain which is R-recurrent 
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and enjoys the strong ratio limit property (SRLP). He also gave an example showing 
that the CAD can exist for a R-transient return chain but (may) be defective. 
Levikson [201 also introduces certain expressions for return-type diffusions; these 
are formal analogues of those derived for {X,}. He derives some conseque-zces from 
these and asserts, again by analogy, that they are also valid for discrete state 
processes. 
It is our purpose in this paper to extend the basic results of /24] to Markov 
processes. As in this reference, we shall initially broaden our scope by considering an 
appropriate version of a regular Markov process (Y(t); t 2 0) for which Y is 
irreducibleandforafixedaESPdefine Y(t,,)=t-supS,(o)n[O,t]whereS,(w)is 
the closure of S, (0) = {tl Y (t, w ) = a} and o E Q, the domain of the random variables 
Y(t)@ 2 0); see Chung [5]. We shall then show that provided {Y(r)} is p-recurrent 
(Kingman [17]) and satisfies the SRLP, the conditional distribution of T(t) given 
{Y(t) = j} has a non-defective limit. While the proof of this fact is not difficult, it is not 
the triviality that is the corresponding discrete time proof. We shall then specialize to 
return processes. This program requires a representation of the p-invariant measure 
and function of the transition matrix [pii(t where pii = Pi( Y(t) = j), in terms of a 
Laplace transform of the densities of certain first entrance and last exit times. Such a 
representation is analogous to the known results for discrete time processes; see [27, 
p. 1651. This is carried out in Section 2 under either one of two sets of conditions. 
Firstly we assume that {Y(t)} is p-recurrent and satisfies the SRLP. For the second set 
elf conditions we replace the SRLP by the requirement hat all states of {Y(C)} are 
stable and that it be the minimal process corresponding to its generator. 
Equivalent results have recently been obtained by Nummelin [21] who derives a 
p-classification for selmi-Markov processes and then applies this to Markov proces- 
ses. His representations are in terms of a Laplace transform of measures derived 
from the semi-Markov kernel and their equivalence to those below is not immedi- 
ately obvious. Our second set of assumptions corresponds with Nummelin’s condi- 
tions. Both our sets of assumptions are satisfied by the specific cases discussed later in 
the paper. 
In Section 4 we work through the case where {Z(t)} is a regular Marlcov branching 
process; the CAD can be interpreted as the limiting distribution of the time back to 
the birth of the first ancestor, given the present population size. In this case the return 
process is a special case of state dependent immigration. The limit theory and 
p-classification of this class of processes has been examined by Yamazato [33] and 
Stewart [29], respectively. 
In Section 5 we consider regular birth and death processes. In particular we obtain 
the p-classification of these processes by using the spectral representation of the 
transition probabilities. The criterion given below for p-r ?currence can also be found 
in [4, Theorem la]. We show that the CAD always exists and is non-defective iff the 
return process is p-recurrent. 
It will become apparent hat the CA usually cannot be explicitly specified. 
possibIe “&_rtion is t.9 seek limit theorems for the CAD as the present state becomes 
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large. We obtain results of this nature for the Markov branching process in Section 4 
and for some particular birth-death processes in Section 6. 
Finally we make the obvious point that the results of Section 2, 3 can easily be 
modified if the minimal state space is a subset of (0, 1, . . .) and in particular the 
results hold without change if 9 = (0, 1, . . . , N). 
As in the introduction we let {Y(t); t 30) be a Markov process with a countable 
minimal state space Y and stochastic transition matrices [pii( for which pii > 0 
whenever t > 0 and i, j E 9’. Then, as is shown by Kingman [17] the limit 
exists, is finite and is independent of i and j. We call p the decay parameter of Y (and 
of the process). Furthermore, there exist sequences (mi) and {Xi) satisfying the 
inequalities 
We say that {mi} is a p-subinvariant measure and (xi} is a p-subinvariant function. 
Furthermore, we call Y (and the process) p-recurrent if fz ePi)ii(t) dt = 00 for some 
i E Y (whence for all i E 9) and p-transient otherwise. In the p-recurrent case, which 
will be our primary concern, the p-subinvariant measure (mi} and the p-subinvariant 
function {Aj} are unique up to constant multiples and are p-invariant, that is (1) holds 
with strict equality, Finally, if Y is p-recurrent, we say it (and the process) isp-positive 
if lim,,, e”‘pii(f) > 0 for some, and hence for all, i, j E 3’. When the limit is zero we say 
that Y is p-null. If Y is O-recurrent we shall call it recurrent and similarly for the other 
terms. 
In the p-positive case 1ie.y mixi c 00 and 
In this case 
(2) 
Whenever this property holds for some p 3 0 and sequences {mj) and {xi), we say that 
the process has the SRLP, If 9’ is p-recurrent then (2) holds iff 
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for all sufficiently small positive T. This follows because {Y(t)) has the SRLP if every 
skeleton { Y(nh)}, h > 0 possesses it [19] and (3) implies that Pruitt’s [26] necessary 
and sufficient condition is fulfilled. Observing that the skeleton { Y(nh)} is R- 
recurrent, where R = exp(ph), and that the R-invariant measure and function are 
{q} and {Xi}, respectively, (2) now follows frown Pruitt’s results via a Croftian 
theorem [ 181. 
All the results above are analogues of corresponding discrete time results 1271. In 
this case there are also representation results for the R-invariant measure and 
function in terms of a generating function of certain taboo probabiliries. We shall 
derive an analogous representation for the present case. Before stating our results we 
need to establish some notation. 
We now assume that Y = (0, 1 , . . .) and is p-recurrent and also that {Y(t)} is 
well-separable and measurable; see f5]. It is possible and convenient to assume that 
{ Y(t)} satisfies the condition 
Y(t) = lim$nf Y(s). (4) 
Let a E S? We can always define 
Y& d = sup S&4 n LO, ?I, 
called the last exit time from a before time t. If (4) issatisfied then Y(y,(t, 0)) = LI. Let 
I’,(s, t) = Pa(ya s S) and Iai(S, C) = f,(y c1 CS, Y(r) =j) (j it a). Chung [5, Section 
Il.121 shows that there exist functions gai(*) (j # a) which are measurable, bounded 
everywhere and satisfy I PajW = J ~a& -dgaild ds (5) 0 
and 
&ts, t) =pa&)ga(~-s) 
where ga((s) = C+ gaj(s), which is continuous and non-increasing in s, 
Define 
pi(w)=inf(tft>O, Y(~,o)#i}. 
and 
cuii(o)=inf{r}t>~,io), T(r,w)=j}, 
called the first entrance time from i to j if i # j or iihe first return time to i if i = j. Let 
f;;,(t) = Pl{cr, 6 t}, T~WI [S, p, 205) if i # j, );;,(, j h ti continuau derivative f,l( a) and 
P.(r)=j’fi,(S)p,‘l-s)ds (r’#iJd 
0 
(61 
IA qrj = pi,(O+) and q, = --q/p 
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Froposition 1. Assume that the regular Markov process {Y(t)} is p-recurrent and 
satisfies the SLRP (2). Then the quantities 
J 
m 
di = ePsg&) ds (j f a), 
0 
fi=[Ome’s&(s)ds (ifai 
are finite. If d, = f. = 1, then 
mj = madip xi = x$~S 
The assertions are true if instead of (2) we assume that all states are stable and that 
( Y(t)) is the minimal process corresponding to [qii]* 
Proof. Assume now that (Y(t)} has the SRLP (2). Then (5) and Fatou’s lemma 
implies that 
a3 > mj/m, 3 
I 
a, 
e’“g,i(s) ds (i#a). 
0 
Now Kingman [173 has shown that pii = O(e-@) and hence the Laplace transforms 
&j(O) = Jam ese'paj(t) dt O’E,jP) 
exist for 8 B-P. Moreover from (5) we have 
and dj(@)tdj (84 - p). Using Fubini’s theorem we obtain 
C di(e)pij(t)=(l!~~a(e)) Jm e-es 1 Pai(s)Pii(t) ds 
icy 0 i 
( J 
co 
= e 
et 
e -e’t+“‘p,i( t + s) ds /fina (8) 
u 1 
Monotone convergence now yields xi dipi/ c e-“dj~ that is, {di} is p-subinvariant. 
Thus (d,} is p-invariant and from our normalization we have mj = m,di 0’ E 9). 
The proof for the invariant function is similar. 
tf the states are stable and {Y(t)} is the minimal process with the generator [qrr] 
then the pi,(t) are the unique solutions of the forward and bac!cward systems of 
differential equations: 
(9) 
It is shown in [ 171 that p==(t) d e-@, but irreducibility of Y means that fo,(E) > 0 (t > 0) 
and’hence (9) shows that p < qa. It follows now from (10) that &@(-P) Q 1 and 
&,(tp) = 1 if 9 is p-recurrent. Substituting (10) into the Lapiace transformed 
version of (8) and then eliminating tan (8) via (10) with j = Q eventually leads to the 
: 
system 
&j(e) = @-‘(l -~aj)(l -i$aa(@)hjaj +8-l F &aak(@)qkj, 
which enables us to deduce that &J-p) < a. Monotone convergence then yields 
&zj(-p) = -p-l kI$ &a& t-Pkkj 0’ E 9) 
if Y is p-recurrent. Thus {dj} is a p-invariant measure for Q and hence for {Y(t)} (see 
Tweedie’s [30] proposition 2). The corresponding result for cf} is proved in the same 
manner by starting with (6), (10) and (7). 
3. The limiting conditional age distribution 
We begin this section by assuming that {Y(t)} is as in the early part of Section 2, 
that is, is p-recurrent and possesses the SRLP. We shall use the normalization rni = di 
and x/ = fi, 
Theorem 1. If {Y(f)} is p-recurrent and has the SLRP then 
a,(t) = fi& PI(T(7) G C 1 Y(i) = j) 
exists, is mmdefectlve and given by 
I 
t 
a,(t) = m,’ e”“g,,(s) ds, 
0 
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and hence @ii(t) ZO if j = U. if Uij(t* 7) =G Pi( T(r) < c 1 Y(s) = j), then 
1 -tZij(& 7) =F pi~((7_r),px,j(r)/pij(7) Cl11 
(see [S, p, ZOO] for the case i = a). We wish to let 7 --) 00. Fatou’s lemma and the SRLP 
yield 
We rewrite the right-hand side of (11) using the identity 
(12) 
(13) 
and obtain 
1 -@j(t, 7) = 1 -Pia(7_t)paj(t)lpij(7) 
Usinp Fatou’s lemma and the SRLP again yields 
lim SUP (1 --&j(f, 7))s 1 -eP~aj(t)/Wlj 
r-*ao 
However, using (13) again we obtain 
and hence the left-hand side of (12) and the right-hand side of (14) are equal. This 
proves the existence of 
a,(t) = hit a,,(4 7) 
= 1 j c (/t&i,) P”‘&&), 
k#tk 
We now proceed to show that a,(t) la non-defective by obtaining a more con- 
ntatlan, We have proved sirist equality irr (14) The p-rscurrensc 
raf ternl on the right ha a tapflace tran~f~~~ for ~~s~tiv~ alues of the 
Equation (6) yields fk4 (6 j = &(@)/@,, (6) and hence the Laplace transformed equa- 
tions flor the p-invariant measure yield 
1 f c V&c.@ -4 = l/&(e -7). 
k#a 
This, together with the Laplace transformed version of (5), yields the asserted form 
of aj(* 1. Clearly it is non-defective and absolutely continuous. 
Consider now {Z(t), t zz 0}, % regular minimal Markov process with state space 
Y={O, 1,. . .} f or which (0) is the only absorbing state and is accerAble from the 
irreducible set 9 = N(O). Let [rij(t)] denote the transition semi-group of {Z(f)} and 
U = [uij] its generator. We shall now define the (elementary) return process {X(r)} 
which will shortly play the role of the {Y(r)} process. Let 40 E (0, 00) be given. Define 
a generator Q by qii = uij(i E g), 400 = -40,401= 40 and +i = 0 (i = 2,3, . . .) and let 
{X(t)} be the minimal process, necessarily uniq ue, constrttcted from Q. Equivalentiy, 
if X(t) > 0 the return process evolves according to the construction of {Z(t)} until it 
next hits (0). It sojourns there for a time which has an exponential distribution with 
mean qbl and then jumps to (1) and evolves as before. We now prove 
Theorem 2. If the return process is p-recurrent and has the SRLP then the CAD, ai( 
exists, is non-defective and given by 
LZj(t)= 
I 
t 
Prlj(u) du 
0 /I 
a, 
ep”rli(u) du. 
0 
Its Laplace-Stiejtjes transform cri(O) = jo” e-“‘ai is given by 
~jui(e)=p^Oj(~-p)/~oO(8_p)=ilj(a_p)/i~j(p). 
Remark. Levikson [20] has asserted, without proof, these results when p = 0. 
Proof. Let the notation introduced for {Y(t)) now apply to the return process 
with a = 0. Clearly 
r’ 
but 
F00W = 40 I e -40Urlo(t - u) du (15) 0 
and hence solving (9) shows that 
1 
POOW = e--qo(t--u) dSoo( u) W-9 
where $0o(.) is the renewal function generated by Foe(.). Furthermore 
I 
t 
opoj(t) = 40 ewqoUrlj(t - U) du (i f 0) 
0 
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We now derive expressions for the moments of the CAD. These generaiise an 
assertion of Levikson’s [20] for the first order moment when .[X(t)) is a recurrent 
birth-death process. 
Let 
/&in’ = lW t”aj(dt) = (Gij(p))-’ Irn t” ePfrlj(t) dr 
0 0 
where 
The Gii(p) are finite. This is seen by observing that rij(t) = opij(t) and considering the 
process with transition probabilities $ij(t) = e’b&xi. Clearly $ij(t) = e”‘~pij(t)xj/xi 
and since (0) is accessible from (i}, lo” &j(t) dr C 00, see [5, p. 1921. Let now 
Fubini’s theorem and the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation yield 
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It is easily checked that the inner integral equals y”-‘/(n - l)! whence 
&) = n!G~+“(p)/G&). 
The hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied if the return process is positive 
recurrent; the limiting-stationary distribution is given by 
1 
-1 
(I- rlo(t)J dt , ?ri =,r,,Gii(0) 0’ E 9). 
4. Matakov branching processes 
In thrs section we let {Z(r)} be the Markov branching process [3, Chap. 31 whose 
generator is given by Uij = V@j-i+i (i Zj) and tiii = -&+i r&k where v >O, pi SO, 
Cjzopj=l, O<po<l and pi= 0. As is well known Z(t) represents the size of a 
population of individuals whose lifetimes are independert and exponentially dis- 
tributed with mean v-l, and at the end of its lifetime an individual produces j 
progeny with probability J+. All individuals reproduce independently. Clearly 3 is 
irreducible and (0) is accessible from 9 since po>O. We shall use the notation 
Gii- Gii(O) and f(s) =C+ypjs’. Regularity of the Markov branching process is 
equivalent o the condition Iii_, ds/(f(s) -s) = 00 for each E in (0, 1-q) where 4 is the 
probability of eventual absorption when Z(0) = ?I and is the least positive root of the 
equation f( 9) = s. Let m = f’( 1-). 
We now determine when the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are fulfilled. 
Theorem 3. The hypotheses of Theorem 2 are fulfilled if 
(i) m<l;or 
(ii) m =l and (a) jt (l-s)/(f(s)--s)ds<aj, or (b) f(s)=(l-s)2L.((1-s)-‘) 
where L(e) is slowly varying (SV) at nf;kiry and Ip” dx/xL(x) = co; or 
(iii) m > 1. 
Proof. (i) In this case the expected time to extinction is finite and hence the return 
process is positive recurrent. 
(ii) The return process is recurrent and the expected entrance time, TI, to (0) from 
(1) is finite iff (a) holds. In this case the return process iu positive recurrent. 
If (b) holds then E T 1 = 00; this condition is satisfied in the important special case 
where y = $f”( I-) < 0~). As is well known [3] the backward equation for {Z(t)} can be 
integrated and in particular 
r,,,(r) 
du/a 3,~) = t (17) 
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where a(s) = v(f(s) - s) and if V(r) = 1: dx/L(x), (17) becomes 
V((1 - r,o(t))_‘) = vt. 
Now V(-) is strictly increasing and --t/L(t) (r + 00) and hence we find that 
1 -r&r)= l/vfMvt) (la) 
where M(m) is SV at infinity and satisfies M(t)/L(tM(t))+ 1, L(?)/M(J/L(~)) + 1 
(t + uo). We now show that 
14&(r) _ 1 - r&t) (t + a). (19) 
This follows by observing first that F&t) is the convolution of the DF’s 1 -e-‘” and 
r&l) whence the inequality 
(1 -rlo(t’)+e -qo”)(l -E) c 1 -Foe(t) 
S (1 - rlO(f”) +e-qOr”)(l + E) 
where t’= (I- S)t, t”= (1 +S)t, 0 < 6, E < 1 and the inequality holds for all t 
sufficiently large; see [9, p. 2781. Since e-‘O’/(l -r&)) + 8 (t + e) (19) readily 
follows. Let m(t) = j: (1 -F&u)) du. It follows from (18) and (19) that m(s) is SV at 
infinity and hence we can apply a renewal theorem of Erickson [7] to (16) and obtain 
POOW - l/qom 0) (21rj 
Thus (3) is satisfied with p = 0 and hence the conditions of Theorem 2 are again 
fulfilled. When y < 00, L(x) + y (x + 00) and (20) becomes 
poow - vrlqo log t 
which is implicitly contained in [33]. 
(iii) Consider now the case where m > 1. Stewart [29] has shown that the function 
[ I 
co 
SW = 6 1 +qo 
0 
e-“(1 -r&t)) dl! 
exists and is strictly increasing for 8 >d = max(-qo( 1 -q), a’(q)), d < 0, and there 
exists p&(0, -d) such that g(-p) = 0. He then shows that (X(t)} is p-positive and 
hence Theorem 2 applies here also. 
The following result contains some information on the moments of the CAD of the 
Markov branching process. 
a (a) If m # 1 the CAD has moments of all orders. 
(b) When m = 1 then CL;‘) < 00 iflET < 00. 
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(c) Ij%z<l,orm= 1 and ET1 < cy), then pil’ is determined through 
and 
Proof. (a) this follows since rrj(t) decays exponentially fast; 13, p. 1153 and f343. 
(b) This follows from (19). 
(c) Let 
Gi(S) = g c&s’, fC(s, t) = z rijtf)r F: = (a/&,~. 
j=l j=o 
Using Fubini’s theorem and the forward eqttatious for {Z(P)) we obtain 
CO 
Gi(s) = 
I (E(s, O-NO, t)) dr 0 
=: F: (x, r) dx dt 
I 
SqLx’ 
= -dx <cy, (0~s~ 1). 
0 a(x) 
(21) 
NOW let m s 1 and GC2’(s) = CpDE1 G\;‘s’ and observe that G = G,(l-)< 00 if either 
m < I or m = 1 and 13(T) <co since G = ET. For these cases use of Fubini’s theorem 
and (21) yield the refation 
@2’(s) =1 ’ (G - Gd-0 dx 
0 
a(x) 
Let A(j) be the limiting conditional age, that is, it is a random variable whose BF is 
the CAD. We shall IIOW obtain some limit theorems fo-+ A(j) for large j. 
We shall first comider the case m = 1 and prove the following preliminary result 
which is of some interest in itself. 
r~~?~siti~~ 3. I’f(s)-s = (1 -~)‘*‘~L((l--s)-~) where O<q s 1 and I.(.) is SVat 
in~~~i~, then 
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roof. It follows from (21) that 
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l-s” 
G~(+(1--s)(1- W(s)) 
where W(s) = (1 -f(s))/(l -s) is a probability generating function and hence we 
obtain the representation 
VjGij = oj+l+* ' '+Oj-i 
where 
&)+ l 
j=o (1 - W(4)’ 
Our assertion now follows from renewal theorems for the vi; see [25] for the details. 
Theorem 4. lf rn = 1, Cjal p,f log j < 00 and u = @‘(l-)/2, then 
lim ,P(A(j)~jt) =exp(-l/at) (t>O). 
i-8c0 
Proof. The hypotheses allow us to invoke a local limit theorem [6] which states that 
if (r = vy then 
a*t’(eXp(ilat))rii(t) + 1 
as t,j + 00 but suet that j/r is bounded. Using this result with Prloposition 3 shows that 
if j/t = O(l)(j + co) then G;i’r&) can be replaced by j/crt2 exp(-jat) with negligible 
error as j + 0~ and hence 
G;i’ = 
I 
00 
rli(s) ds ~1 (J(T) 
it I 
e-j’” ds/s2 = 1 -e -1’ur. 
it 
For the case 1 <m < 00 we need :o review :.ome well-known facts. There is 
a function c(t) (0~ t <NJ) satisfying c(t)‘T’~o, c(t + 7)/c(t) + eAT, A = v(m - I), 
(t +a~, ra0) and if Z(0) = 1, Z(r)/c(t) y W, a non-defective random variable 
whose DF has an atom of size q at the origin and is absolutely continuous with a 
positive density function, w(m), on the set of positive numbers. If C,+ 1 pjj log j < CO we 
may choose c(t) = e*‘; see [3,22,34]. With this notation we shall prove the following 
result. 
Theorem5 Let l<m<cqf’(l-)<cc and --a~CxlCx~C~. Then 
I 
exp(-x,) 
P(xlcAAO’)-logjsx2)+M-* t -“*w(t) dr o’+ a3) 
exp(-x2) 
I 
co 
where M = t-“‘“w(t) dr. 
0 
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This theorem is analogous to the discrete time version in [24] except that in this 
reference j-, 00 through a lacunary subset of the positive integers. The main 
component of the proof is the determination of the behavior of C&(P) when j is large. 
In the .Collowing proposition p can be any number such that O6p 6 min(& A) 
although in our use of the pr9yosition p will be the convergence parameter, which 
68. 
~rop~~iti~n 4. Let I< m <pi). Then (i) if (pi) is aperiodic 
jGlj+(l-q)/A 
and (:ii) if 0 c p c min(& A) and Cjzzl p,j log j <co, then 
1 *l-plAGli(p)+A-’ Im t+‘W(I)dC<co. 
0 
PtooE. (i) Equation (21) yields 
G;(s) = (4 -s),‘a(s) = I,%(1 -w(s)) 
where w(s) = v(s) -q)/(s -4) is a probability generating function and w’(l-) = 
(m- l)/(Z -4). The assertion now follows from the discrete renewal theorem [S]. 
(ii) We will derive two representations for G(p, s) = Cpl Gljt’p)s’. The first will 
give us the asymptotic behavior of G(p, s) as st 1 and the second will allow us to infer 
the desired result. First observe [3] that (Fr(s, t) -4) -h(s) exp(--at) (I + CU) where 
h(s) is finite for 0 6 s 6 1. Application of Fubini’s theorem then shows that G(p, s) =C 
coifO=~s<l.Letq~s6l.Observingthat 
00 m 
Gtp, 3) = 
I 
e@‘(F,(s, t)-q)dt+ 
I 
e@(q -Fr(O, I)) dr 
0 0 
makes it clear that it suffices to consider the first term on the right, H(p, s), in order to 
obtain the asymptotic behavior of G(p, Q). 
Proceeding as for (21) we obtain 
s 
1(4-x)la(x))dx-~~‘(H(p.x)la(x))dx 
(22) 
= 
I 4 4 
where the second equality follows from integration by parts of the inner integral 
which can be written as 5,” e”’ d,(Fl(x, t) -4) Differentiation of (22) yields 
@l~dMP~ d = ((I -dlds~-P~tP~ ww. CW 
Choose SOE (4, 1) and let V(s) = exp p jf@ ax/a(x). Observe now that for s -q small 
enou,gh, 
a(s)=--1/S@-s)+O(l). 
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WbKts -qFPfS f&j) (24 
ere 0 < K < w and hence, since p C. 8, V(s) is integrable over [q, s], ~7 < s < 1. 
Equation (23) can now be solved in the standard way: 
I 
S 
mbw(~)=- k-h'4~W'Wd~. (25) 
Q 
Now use? the fact that V(x)/a(x) = V’(x)/‘p and (24) to integrate the right hand side 
of (25): 
H(P, s) VW = -(s-q)V(s)/p+p-’ 
I 
’ V(x)dx. 
4 
Letting f*(s) = (m - l)/(f(s) -s) f (1 -s).*’ we have 
l/u(s) = -l/A(l-s)+A-‘f*(s) 
and moreover 
I 
S’f*(s)dsca (q<s<l) iff izlpijlog j<oo 
[3, p. 1171. Thus we obtain 
Let 4(O) = E(e -““). Using equations (7) and (11) in [3, pp. 116-l 173, we obtain the 
representation 
HP, 4 = -p-l(s-q)+p-l I qs (~-‘(x)/~-‘(s))~‘~ dx 
and, as is shown in [3, p. 1161, 
4-‘(s)=(l--S)exp(-[‘f*(x)dx). 
S 
It is now apparent that 
I 
1 
G(p, s)--p’-‘(1 -s)-“” (c#C1(x))“lA dx 
4 
and the integral is finite. Making the cha?ge of variables x = c#J(@) in the integral 
shows that it equals 
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When 0 s s <q the procedure leading to (23) yields 
@/as)G(p, s) =(s-~)/m)+pG(~, s)la(+~G(~, #&I, 
that is 
v(a/assG(p, s) = 0 +pGb, qJ/Cq -SFpG(p, h’(q -M/U - wb)b (261 
Let CEl) UjS' = l/(1 - w(s)) so that (vi/uO) is a renewal sequence; ZJO =1 -pa/q >O 
and we know that Uj + tr = (1 -q)/(m - 1) (j + 00). Writing 
it is apparent that 
(G~~,q)-G(~~,s))/(q-s)=q-’ : gjs’ 
ja9 
and hence it follows from a Tauberian theorem for power series [9, p. 4471 and the 
results above that 
However 
dGlj(p) = f-Jj + (P/4) I$ ukgj-k 
k=O 
and it is easily shown tha: 
($, u&-k)/( $, gk) --* 0, 
see [l 1, p. 421. This completes the proof. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 5 we use a local limit theorem [2] which states 
thatwhenf”(l-)<ooandj,t-,ooinsuchawaythatOCct~je-A’~c~<~then 
r~i(t)=e-Ar[~(ie-Af~+O(i)]. 
This shows that 
rA-‘(x2+iog j) 
J A-‘(xl+log j) 
ePSrli (s) d5 
-I 
J-l(x,+log j) 
e 
A-‘(xl+log jf 
(P-A). ,+,(i e-As) & 
= d-lj-‘l-p/A) 
j 
=‘I”- “’ I-p/A 
w(t) dt 
expt-22) 
and the th’eorem follows immediately. 
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We consider now the case m < 1 and assume that the radius of convergence of T;piS’ 
is sufficiently large for the existence of cr > 1 such that f(aj = 0. It is easily seen that 
E(s, t) = Fr(sa, t)/a is the probability generating function of (?&)) which defines a 
super-critical Markov branching process with lifetime mean Y-‘, offspring mean 
f(cr-) s 00 and extinction probability 4 = cr-r. We thus have 
Gri = 6rfii-r* t*i(t) = Frj(t)q’-** 
Assuming that f(cr-) < 00. Proposition 
j&j -* (ar - l)/v(f’(cr-)- 1) 
and the next theorem follows easily: 
4 shows that 
Theorem 6. If m < 1, f’(o--) < a, --OO<X~<XZ<QO andD=v(f’(cr)-1), then 
I 
exp(-x,) 
iim P(x,<DA(I’)-logjcx2)=(1-cr-I)-’ G(t) dt i+a 
expt-x2) 
where 
I 
a3 
e -“G(t) dt + cy 
0 
- 1 = !iz P(exp(-B eVD’), t). 
In Section 6 we shall present, as a special case, the linear birth and death process. 
5. Birth and death processes 
In this section we study the birth and death process (..X(ti) with birth and death 
parameters 0 < Aj < OCI (j E 9) and 0 < pi < 00 (i E 9), respectively. Let 7ro = 1 and 
qj = tAOA ’ ’ ’ hj-l)I(P1&2 ’ ’ - pi). It is known [12, 131 that if 
there is exactly one standard substochastic transition semi-group whose generator is 
given by 
4ii = -(Ai +pj) (~0 = 0) 
qi.i+l =Ai UEN 
4j.j-1 = 44 ten 
qij = 0, li-ji> 1 
and which satisfies the forward and backward systems of differential equations and 
also the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation. If also 
z (Ajnj)-’ iio pi = m m3) 
j=O 
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thea [I+,+] is stochastic. We shall always assume that (27) and (281 are in 
force. 
Clearly {X(t)] is a return process obtained from the process (Z(r)} with the 
generator defined as above except hat A0 = 0, which renders (0) absorbing for (2 Ct)j . 
As before let {rii(r)} denote the transition semi-group of {Z(t)}; it is stochastic. 
We shall show that the CAD always exists but is non-defective iff (X(t)} is 
p-recurrent, But first we must discuss the p-classificbcion f {X(t)) and this is most 
conveniently done in terms of the spectral representation of its transition semi- 
group, 
Associated with Q is the system of polynomials {Ql(x)} defined by 
Q-l(X) h, d QOW =L 
-xQ,(x)=~,Q,-l(x)-(Ai+~,)Q,(~!+A~Qi~l(~) cm+?; 
Qi(*> is of exact degree j.
There is exactly one probability measure $ supported in [O,OO) such that 
(:29) 
that is, {Qi(x)} is orthogonal with respect o CL and we say that (I is a (in our case 
unique) solution to the Q-moment problem. Moreover we have the representation 
I 
m 
Pij Ct) = nj e-“Qi(~)Q&M(dx) 
0 
and hence we call 9 the spectral measure of the process. We shall need the following 
properties of the Q,(n): Qi(0) = 1 0’~ 9) and if x <O, 1 = Qo(x) < Ql(x) <. l l < 
Qi(x)Too (i -+ 03 j. See [ 121 for details. 
Let ,p be the smallest point in the support of (I; 0 Sp < 00 and in addition let 4 be 
the measure defined by Q%(E) = #(E+p), E c [0, a~). Clearly 
p&f) = espc e-“4(dx) 
and hence for any E > 0 we have the inecuality 
O<e -‘p+“‘rc#a([o, E J) =sppoo(t) s e-pr. 
It? follows that --t-l log poo(r) + p (f -, 00) and hence p is the convergence parameter 
of 9. F’urthernore Fubini’s theorem shows that Y is p-transient iff I,” x “4(dx) <co 
and is p-positive if 4((O)) >O, but p-null if 4((O)) = 0 and I,” x-‘4(dx, = co. These 
results were obtained for the case p = 0 in [ 131. In this case it was also shown that {vi} 
is always an invariant measure. The following proposition extends this result. 
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5. The sequence (F;Qi(p)) is a p-invariant measure and {Qi(p)} is a 
p-invariant functio~l for (X(t)). 
roof. From the theory of orthogonal polynomials it is known that Qj(p) > 0 and 
consequently we can define the polynomials R)(x) = Q1(x -t-p)/Qi(p). Let gi J= 
~,Q~~*(~)/Qj(~) (Jo 9) and ~&&l(,o)/Qj(p) (j E 9). These define a generator 
R. It is easily seen that {R,(x)} i enerated, according to the prescription (29), by the 
sequences {gi} and {WI}. Furthermore (30) shows that {R,(x)} is orthogonal with 
respect to 4. The construction can be reversed, that is, if 4 is another measure such 
that (Ri(v,} is orthogonal with respect to 4 then {Q,.(x)} isorthogonal with respect to 
(u’wh. PC *.f[S, p)) = 0 and J(E) = &E-p) if E c [s, a~]. However (27) implies that (I 
is the unique solution of the Q-moment problem and hence 4 is the unique sofution 
of the R-moment problem, If follows that if M, = v/Q:(p) then 
defines a substochastic ransition semi-group and in view of Theorem 16 of [12] this 
semi-group is stochastic ff 
Suppose this is not the case. It then follows from Lemma 6 of [ 121 that limi,, Rj(X) < 
00 (x < 0). Choose JI = -p. Then it follows that limi,, Qj(p) > 0 and hence that (28) is 
violated, a contradiction. 
From ths definitions above 
amd the condition Ciao $&) = 1 impties that {QJp)} is a p-invariant function of 
{X(r)}. Furthermore {A$} is an invariant rne.lsure for [@ij(t>] and hence {*iQj(p)) is a 
p-invariant measure for [pij(t)]. 
The following discussion contains the proof of 
Theorem 7. The CAD always exists for the birth and death process {X(t)). It is 
non-defective iff {X(t)} is p-recurrent and is given by (3% (33) and (34) below. 
The proof of Proposition 5shows that Qi(p)30 (j -P 00). Vhen &Y(t)} is p-transient 
the constructions inSection 2 show that {mj) and {xi) a.re strictly p-su!:invariant. Thus 
a p-transient birth and death process has (at least) two distinct p-subinvariant 
measures (functions); see [ 17, end of Section 3 3. It also follows from (3) that when sp 
is p-recurrent, 
(32f 
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In the p-transient case 
and the integral in the numerator is 
(33) 
see [13, Section 9.A]. The series is finite iff :%’ is p-transient. Thus we have 
where 
This expression is valid in all cases. 
It is shown in [13] that 
p~j~f)/~~*(~)~ Qi(p)Qj(p)BilQk(P)Ql(Plrrl C~-+~~* 
For s>O, 
po3(? + 7)/poo(C) = eWP’(l -M) 
where 
H = 
I 
03 
e-r(x-ql _e--+(x--P) 
P 
)+(dx)/jW e-rcx--p)$(dx) 
P 
and it follows as in [ 13, p. 3891 that H + 0 (t + 00). Thus the birth and death process 
(.X(t)} always has the SRLP. 
The nanipulations in Section 3 carry through here, but with some changes in the 
p-transient case and we find that the CAD always exists and 
(1 -- q6So). ($5) 
In particular we see that in the p-transient case the CAD is defective and that 
P(A(j) =m)l‘l(j-~). 
The reversibility of {X(t)}, that is, vipij(f) = p&)q, implies that when the process is 
recurrent, AG) has the same distribution as that of the first passage time from Q} to 
(01. This fact is exploited in the context of diffusion processes in [31]. Finally we 
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mention that in the p-recurrent case the proof of Proposition 5 shows that 
E(e-OA(i) 
that is, we can work in terms of a recurrent process which has the same CAD. The 
preceding remark shows that in principle it suffices to consider only the recurrent 
case in seeking limit theorems ior A(j) for large j. In particular it-is necessary to be 
able to find the asymptotic behavior of {Qj(p)} in order to find that of (&} and (wi}. 
6. Some special birth-death processes 
We shall now obtain a variety of limit theorems for AG) with attention being 
confined mainly to very specific examples which are of common occurrence. We shall 
also see that sometimes it is more convenient o work with the return process and at 
other times with the absorbing process. In the sequel the symbols J,(m), I, (0) and K,(m) 
will always stand for Bessel functions. 
6.1. M/M/ 1 queue 
Here hi =A ~ESJ’)and~,=~(jE9).Letr = h/p. It is well known that the return 
process, that is, the queue length process, is positive recurrent when r < 1, null when 
r = 1 and transient when r > 1. In fact when r > 1 the spectral measure has a density 
which is supported on a finite interval bounded away from the origin 1141 and hence 
9’ is p-transient. We shall consider only the case r G 1. Clearly 61j = A -‘ri and it is 
known that 
see [lo]. 
rlj(t) = r(i-1)‘2 e -‘A’“‘r{I~-~(2~(A~)“2)-Ij+~(2t(A~)1’2)}~ 
Using the transform relation 
I 
al 
e’eXlj(aX)dX =~-‘(@_(@2-a2)1/2)‘(@2-a2)-1’2 
0 
it is an easy rMtter to prove 
Theorem 8. Ifr < 1, then 
P(A(j)sjx)+ l-exp(-x/(p -A)) (x >O) 
and if r= 1, then 
P(A(j) sj2x) + F&Ax) (x > 0) 
where F1i2(x) is rhe stable DF of index 3 whme density is 
f&4) = (2(7rX3)“2)-1 exp -$X 
C 1 
(X > 0) 
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6.2. M/M/o0 queue or immigration-death process 
Here Ai - 6 and bj = pj (j E 9). The return process is always positive recurrent and 
= exp[-c(1 -e-“‘)(l -s)] 
where c = 6/p and Crj = d/hi!. 
By taking the Laplace transform of (36) we obtain 
$,(0) = (gj!)-’ 1’ ye’W-t e-c(l-y)[c( 1 - y)]’ dy 
8 
and hence 
whence: 
(36) 
1nte:gration by parts yields 
#W = 
m +@/d 
I 
1 @>-#cl) (37) 
ec -c ye’W ecydy 
0 
and it is now clear that #(@) is a non-defective moment generating function; the 
requisite continuity theorem can be found in [23]. Now 
r(I+O/p)=la e-‘“dV(x) 
-aI 
where V(x) = exp(-e-cLX) is an extreme value DF. Moreover the derivative of the 
denominator in (37) is completely monotone and hence ilr follows [9, p. 4411 that the 
reciprocal of this denominator is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of a DF, W(X) say, 
and M/(0+) = 0. This gives the representation 
F(x,,im V(x-y)dW(y). 
0 
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6.3. Nr+ll recurrent Linear birth-death-immigration process 
Here hi = hj + 6, &i = pj 0’ E 9). The theory of Markov branching processes with 
immigration 1221 shows that Y is positive recurrent when r = A/& c 1, null if r = 1 
and S G A, transient if r = 1 and S > A and S( 1 - r-‘)-positive if r > 1. We shall confine 
our attention to the null case. 
Xt is easily shown that 
#(S, ti - ,tO pOj(t)s’ 
_- 
= (1 +hr(l -s))? 
We first: consider the boundary case 6 = A and prove Theorem 10 below. Under this 
condition we obtain [l, p. 10291 
&JO(~) = A -I ee’“Et(O/A) 
where El(*) is the exponential integral [l, p. 2281 whence [l, p. 2291 
&I~(@) wA -I log 8-l (t?$O). (38) 
The spectral measure has density A-' em"'* (X 20) and Qi(X) = &(X/A) where LjC*) 
is a Laguerre polynomial; see [ 15, p. 6,521. Making use of the integral representation 
t1, P* 7851 
I 
a0 
Li(X) = (j!)-’ eX e-‘tiJo(2(tx)“‘2) dt 
Cl 
we obtain 
Substitute 6/ni for 8 where 0 c nj/j + 00 and denote the resulting coefficient of q by 
Ci. Choose E > 0 and break the range of integration into the sets [O, &ni] and [EQ m) 
and write Ci = CIi + C& Since &(a) is non-increasing 
C’zj 6 (2/Aj!).K~f2(&/A)“2) /a e-‘u’ du 
c: ‘lj 
We shall choose ni =jl+O, u > 0 and it is not difficult,to see that S[.]+ 0 (j + CQ) by 
o&wing that e-““-“’ = Q((j + k)!j-‘-ku-‘-‘) and choosing kv > 1. 
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By choosing E small enough we can replace ~~(2(~~/A~j)1’2} in Cij by 
log (i(Anj/0U)“‘) with arbitrarily small relative error. This yields 
Clj -((log nj)/Aj!) [en’eMu~’ dti -(Aj!)-’ leni (log U)ZJ’ e-” du. 
0 0 
(39) 
The first term -A -* log nj and the argument used above yields 
5 j! * I (log u)u’ e-U du = O(log j) (j + 00). enj 
Now 
I 
00 
ui e-’ log I( du =F(j+l)-j! logi 
0 
[l., pp. 257-2591 and using (38)-(40) we find that 
(40) 
Lyi($j-l-~ )-W/(1+0) (00). 
The limit is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of a distribt..:ion concentrating mass 
v/(1 + V) at the origin and no mass in any finite interval bounded away from the 
origin. Thus 
P(AO’)j-‘-” rl)+u/(l+v) 
and the next result now follows. 
Theorem 10. For the linear birth-death-immigration process with A = CL = S, 
P(logAV)~jx)-,(l-x-l)’ &+oo). 
In dealing with the case S <A we can expand our scope. Consider a general 
birth-death process for which 
(Ajri)-' - Cj@-*, 
where C, D, /3, y > 0. Let Q! = @I(@ + y), It is shown in [16] that 
pointwise for x 3 0 and uniformly in compact subsets of [0, CD). It is also shown that 
BooW- He-” WO), 
where H is a positive constant, and a Tauberian theorem for Stieltjes transforms 
(e.g., the dual version of Theorem 2 in [28, p. 611) shows that 
J/(x) h (H/F(u)r(2 - Q! ))x ’ -* (x&O). 
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Thus for 8 > 0 th.e measure Q(Bj’-a-Y dx)/@(8j’-B-‘) converges (i-+ 00) to a measure 
whose density is (1 - cy)xeu. Since 
it eventually follows that 
ai(Oj+’ )+&?)=(F’(a)r(l--a))-’ 
I 
“N(Bx) - 
o I+XX o( dx. 
Let B = 2(C‘)“*/(@ + y) and use the transformation y = B(8.x) ” to give an integral 
which is tabulated [ 1, 11.4.441. We obtain 
._’ cl!@) = (2/r(cr))(9?e1’*YX-, (Be lj2). 
The integral represent&ion 
K-ff(x)= r(1/2-ar) J, 
g”2(x/2)-a I” e-xf(t2_ 1)7X-‘/2 & 
holds if at c $. This leads to a Lap&e transform representation for ry (0) and analytic 
continuation extends this to a! < 1 whence 
Theorem 11. P(J ++A~> cx) + G,(x) (i + co; x 2 0) where G,(a) has the density 
It is easy to see that B = 2h -1’2 and LY = 1 -S/y for the linear birth-death- 
immigration process. 
6.4. Linear birth-death process 
We let {Z(t)} be the linear birth-death process with positive birth and death rates,, 
A and F, respectively. Referring to the notation of Section 4, v = A + ,z, m = 2h/v, 
A = A -p and when m =Z 1, q =p/h and 8 = A. In this case w(t) = (1 - &;t ) e-’ and 
the density of the limit distribution of Theorem 5 is 
(f (1 - p/A))-f e-““-P’“’ exp(--e-“). 
When m < 1 the dual “*” process exists and is the linear birth and death process with 
birth rate p and death rate A. It follows that the limit distribution of Theorem 6 is the 
extreme value distribution whose DF is exp(-e-“). The occurrence of extreme value 
distributions when A s p is no: surprising in view of the kt that (Z(t)} is a reversible 
process and, as pointed out in Section 5, the CAD is the same as the extinction time 
distribution when Z(0) =J Ht)wever it follows from the indepecdence of family lines 
that this latter distribution is that of the maximum of j independent copies of T. 
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When A <g we can write 
m, 2) = 
(l-s)-(l-rs)(exp(-Al)) 
r(1 - s) - (1 - rs)(exp(-At))’ 
where r = A/F, and 
I 
‘(~~(s,7)-~~(O,r))d~=((1-r)/A~)log[I-rs(l-ed’~/(~-reAr)]. 
0 
Thus 8,j = (Aj)-‘r’ and 
Qj(Z)=[(l-e”)/(l-Ted’)]‘. 
This yields 
I 
;o 
(11 
Pi = (1 --q(t)) dt 
0 
=-((1+/A) $ ; r”(k+l-t-n)-’ 
k-:0 ,,=iJ 
- -A-’ log j. 
When A = g, Levikson [2O] has shown that 
Uj(t) =j I ’ th)’ Qy 0 (l+hy)‘+’ 7’ 
When A > ,U evaluation of the relevant integrals involves hypergeometric functions 
and is not very revealing. The equation for p can be written as 
1 
00 
4o+p =40 e?;o (t) dt 
0 
which in principle can be numerically solved. Finally when A C p it is known that the 
limiting distribution of the return process is a logarithmic series distribution [32]. 
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